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Increasing importance of the
“Collections and Content centered stewardship model”

Collections and Content centered stewardship model
~ an important paradigm in library services supporting
the changing research practices in Humanities and Social Science

Characteristics:
Very close collaboration between faculty, scholars, students,
AND collection development and public services librarians:
• Curatorial oversight on an intellectual level :
- Reaffirm existing area and/or indicate new areas of continuing significance to
teaching and research
- Identify and/or select specific Primary Sources & Distinctive and Unique
Collections (including digital born materials, research data sets, difficult-to-find
non-textual outputs, contemporary ephemera and personal archives)
- Engage librarians directly in knowledge creation through University-Library
collaborative projects
• Curatorial oversight on a practical level:
- Ensure stewardship responsibilities for Primary Sources & Unique and Distinctive
Collections by engaging faculty and students directly in its curation ~ process of
collecting, organizing and displaying materials
- Engage faculty and students directly in preservation and discovery of Primary
Sources & Distinctive and Unique Collections

library.harvard.edu/charlie

Title

The JDA is a partnership of organizations including several terabits of data contained in
Internet Archive, photographs archived by Yahoo! Japan, many layers of maps and
videos, tweets collected by Hyper-cities, testimonials from victims and visitors to the
site, and much more. The archive interface does not store copies of the data, rather it
seamlessly links digital materials archived by partner projects, allowing you to search,
view, and sort items across separate archives and collections.
In addition to being a permanent repository for digital records of the disaster, the
archive is an interactive platform for teaching and research, constantly growing through
direct user participation. Visitors are encouraged to freely contribute their own material
to the archive, and to create individual “collections” of data surrounding a given theme
or topic, sharing those individually curated collections with others. The archive seeks to
become a collaborative, public space open to all who wish to relate memories, deposit

Questions
1. Thinking about an increasing incorporation of primary source materials into the
research process, how it changes the traditional roles of both collection
development librarians and research services/reference librarians? What
impact it has on libraries overall?
2. What challenges do libraries face at the organizational level (i.e. technological
infrastructure, human and financial resources, etc.) as the “collections and
content stewardship” service model is progressively taking a more and more
important role in research services?
3. Thinking about the faculty-library staff partnership enabling libraries to properly
curate unique and distinctive primary source materials and engaging librarians
directly in knowledge creation, what new opportunities will arise from it for
librarians and libraries overall?
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